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ABSTRACT: E-commerce cloud warehouse is a logistic
service model developed to meet e-commerce demands.
The model is characterized by multi-site warehousing,
big data prediction, accurate stock, and nearby
distribution. A set of unified management standards must
be established to effectively address the difficulty in e-
commerce cloud warehouse management. For the
convenience of quantitative grading management of
branch warehouses, the method for confirming e-
commerce cloud warehouse grading based on mass
simulation data analysis was proposed in this paper.
The discrete event simulation model was built, the
simulation experiment was designed, and the mass
experimental data were analyzed and integrated to finally
obtain the model of e-commerce cloud warehouse
grading. The effectiveness of the grading model was
also verified. Analysis results suggest that historical
data cannot guarantee adequate big data size and
sufficiently high data accuracy for the issues of e-
commerce cloud warehouse grading. Thus, experimental
data must be obtained by building a discrete event
simulation model. The validity and universality of the
simulation model are necessary to ensure the rationality
of experimental data. Through simulation modeling,
simulation experiment design, and experimental data
mining, the quantitative standards for e-commerce cloud
warehouse grading can be obtained. Verification results
show that the quantitative grading results are consistent
with the experience-based grading results. This
research proves the feasibility of obtaining the
quantitative standards for e-commerce cloud warehouse

grading based on mass simulation experimental data.
The proposed grading model is suitable for e-commerce
cloud warehouses of different industries.
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1. Introduction

The development of e-commerce and online to offline
model has made rapid, efficient, and accurate delivery
an essential customer experience to enterprises and cus-
tomers. Rapid delivery of goods relies on integration of
“warehousing–transportation–distribution” and building of
a flat supply chain. In response to such development
needs, e-commerce cloud warehouse has been devel-
oped.

The concept of “cloud warehouse” has originated in China
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and has not been given an official definition in English.
Many existing concepts are similar to “cloud warehouse,”
such as “cloud storage” [1, 2] and “cloud data warehouse”
[3–5] in the computer field, and “cloud muster warehouse”
in the financial field [6, 7]. Considering the close
connection between cloud warehouse and e-commerce,
the term, “e-commerce cloud warehouse,” was adopted
in this paper to differentiate the concept from other similar
ones.

E-commerce cloud warehouse is a “multi-site warehousing
and nearby distribution” service model and relies on cloud
technology, modern management methods, and
warehousing facilities. The model can be used in increasing
the efficiency of the entire supply chain through data
analysis, regional collaboration, network-wide allocation,
and other strategies.

According to the model of e-commerce cloud warehouse,
enterprises must build branch warehouses of different
scales throughout a country, stock up precisely based
on big data prediction, and emphasize on operation
efficiency and fine management [8]. After receiving an order
from a customer, enterprises deliver goods from the branch
warehouse nearest to the customer, thereby guaranteeing
efficient delivery and good customer experience. At
present, China’s e-commerce cloud warehouse service
model is introduced in the development period where big
data is regarded as productivity. Data analysis can help
optimize the warehouse distribution, delivery route
selection, and logistics supply chain of enterprises [9].

The e- commerce cloud warehouse has attracted attention
from numerous corporate users because of its advantages
and value over the traditional warehouse. However, multi-
site warehousing increases difficulty in management.
Multi-site branch warehouses of many enterprises are often
under extensive management during practical operation
because of the lack of a set of unified management modes
and standards. In the long term, this phenomenon
inevitably causes disorder and inefficiency in management.

In an ideal model of e-commerce cloud warehouse,
enterprises conduct standard management of various
branch warehouses based on warehouse grading. Branch
warehouses of different grades require various management
standards. Every branch warehouse is built and managed
according to its grading results. Enterprises evaluate the
performance of branch warehouses in accordance with
preset KPI indexes. By doing so, enterprises can dominate
planning and operation standard formation for every
warehouse. They can also improve their fine management
level and executive capability.

To achieve such an ideal model, the confirmation of
warehouse management grading based on the subjective
experiences of management personnel must be first
transferred to quantitative grading based on analysis of
objective data.

In this paper, Group A was used as an example in
introducing the construction idea and modeling process
of the model of e-commerce cloud warehouse grading.
The proposed grading model applies to e-commerce cloud
warehouse grading issues of other industries.

The research provides theoretical bases and practical
experiences for transforming the traditional e-commerce
cloud warehouse management model to a data-based,
standardized, and fine management model.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Warehouse management
In warehouse management, the traditional logistics
industry mainly adopts the single-warehouse management
model instead of unified grading standards for multiple
warehouses. To adopt single-warehouse management
model is decided by characteristics of the logistics
warehouse, chiefly few delivery categories, large delivery
batches, and less strict time limits. Therefore, theoretical
research on warehouse management of the traditional
logistics industry seldom involves the issue of unified
grading of multiple warehouses supervised by the same
enterprise. Meanwhile, e-commerce cloud warehouse has
originated from the e-commerce and express service
industry and follows warehouse management [10]. E-
commerce cloud warehouse is characterized mainly by
multiple delivery categories, small delivery batches, high
delivery frequency, and strict time limits. Moreover, the
difficulties in warehouse management by e-commerce
cloud warehouse are more than those in warehouse
management by traditional logistics [10].

2.2 E-commerce cloud warehouse
Chinese scholars concentrate on investigating the model
design and warehouse management strategies of e-
commerce cloud warehouse [6–9]. Few of them explore
data management and big data analysis techniques.

HE [6] proposed the concept of “cloud muster warehouse”
in the field of financial supply chain. On the basis of cloud
muster warehouse, PAN [7] established the loan pricing
model for supply chain finance. However, these researches
are confined to the financial field and present limited
application to e-commerce cloud warehouse. LI [8, 9]
introduced the concept and advantages of e-commerce
cloud warehouse and summarized three e-commerce
cloud warehouse models. Nevertheless, the study failed
to comprehensively examine the issue.

The term “e-commerce cloud warehouse” has not been
introduced to other countries yet. “General-branch
warehouse” is a concept whose meaning is similar to e-
commerce cloud warehouse, but relevant theoretical
research is still lacking.

2.3 Discrete event simulation
Discrete event simulation models involved in literature are
built based on specific circumstances [11–15].
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Zhang [11] proposed a higher level agent-based emulation
framework, and tested distribution centre level algorithms
by an emulation model for a distribution centre. Wasusri
[12] built a discrete event simulation model using ARENA
to find the best picking strategy. Bleifus [13] described
the storage and picking technology, the stages of the
simulation project and the benefits of both. Gagliardi [14]
presented a simulation model framework for unit-load
automated storage and retrieval systems able to cope
with most of the features found in industrial settings. Wang
[15] explored methods of simulation and related problems
combining the actual improvement of a mail processing
center of EMS, and pointed the concrete process.

A unified model for problem description and grading of
multiple warehouses has not been developed yet.

2.4 Big data
The concept of big data has been explored from different
perspectives.

Mayer-Schonberger [16] argued that the big data
technique allows certain degree of inaccuracy. Thus, all
data must be analyzed and processed instead of following
the shortcut of sampling survey. Moreover, the correlation
reflected by big data can counteract the negative influence
of incorrect data. He also emphasized that the simple
algorithm based on big data is more effective than the
complex algorithm based on small data. TU [17] believed
that collection and scientific analysis of data are essential
to decision making. Data in China are weak in credibility,
poor in quality, and inconsistent in definition. In response
to the problem, the cultural atmosphere of “managing and
making decisions based on data” must be advocated. Ian
Ayres [18] regarded regression analysis as an efficient
way for big data processing and listed a few successful
cases adopting regression analysis for big data
processing. Random experiment has become an
increasingly important data decision-making tool; thus,
analysis of random experimental data is more effective
than that of historical data. The basic procedures of big
data processing are as follows: first, randomly draw
samples; second, control the single variable and conduct
relevant experiment; third, analyze test data and verify
which method is effective. Artificial intervention is
necessary in most cases.

Ma [19], using regression, designed leveraging methods
under a subsampling framework  to visualize the big data.
Berberidis [20] pointed out that a significant percentage
of the data accrued can be omitted to reduce the
complexity of large-scale linear regressions. And also,
he put forth a task of joint censoring and estimation to
solve large-scale linear regressions in a centralized setup.
Hu [21] summarized the applications of big data in
intelligent warehousing, including warehouse location,
warehouse layout and warehouse supervision. But no
quantitative analysis was given in his paper. Zhong [22]
introduced an approach to visualize the RFID-enabled
shopfloor logistics big data in cloud manufacturing to

support advanced decision-makings.

In summary, scholars at home and abroad seldom study
the grading-based management of e-commerce cloud
warehouse. Some of these scholars have provided
theoretical and practical supports but these methods are
still insufficient.

Unified quantitative grading standards for multiple
warehouses have not been established yet, and research
using mass simulation data in conducting standard
warehouse construction is lacking. Therefore, in this paper,
a model of e-commerce cloud warehouse grading based
on the analysis of mass simulation data was proposed
by referring to the idea of big data processing and the
modeling experiences of discrete event simulation cases.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. The third
part mainly introduces the research background and the
modeling strategy. The simulation model is built to
construct the mapping relationship. Then, the simulation
experiment is designed. According to experimental results,
the linear regression equation is built. The fourth part
elaborates the modeling procedures and analyzes the
model results. Conclusions are summarized in the fifth
part.

3. Methodology

3.1 Research background
Group A is a cross-border company specializing in
producing high-quality consumer goods of multiple series,
including nutrition and healthcare products, cosmetics,
and personal care materials. It has built 22 branch
warehouses in China under the cloud warehouse model.
The equipment layout, personnel arrangement, and storage
location assignment of these branch warehouses are all
based on subjective experiences. A specific set of
quantitative standards or standardized management
modes has not been introduced yet. Goods storage style
of branch warehouses can be divided into three kinds,
namely, ground storage, rack storage, and mixed stack.
In ground storage, all goods are stacked on the ground
with warehouse-in and warehouse-out managed artificially.
In rack storage, all goods are stacked on shelves with
warehouse-in and warehouse-out managed by devices,
such as forklifts. In mixed stack, the former two stack
styles are combined to stack some goods on the ground
and other goods on shelves.

Comprehensively considering warehouse-out quantity,
stock quantity, customer demands, unit land rental, staff
member salary, equipment cost, and working efficiency
is necessary to realize standard and fine management of
branch warehouses. The optimal management grade for
a branch warehouse can be obtained based on certain
model and calculation. Personnel arrangement,
warehouse facilities, order picking equipment, working
mode, and other standards can be designed for the branch
warehouse according to its management grade. In this
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paper, the model of e-commerce cloud warehouse grading
was proposed to achieve the above goal.

3.2 Modeling strategy
This research attempted to simulate branch warehouses
with the discrete event simulation system. The simulation
experiment was conducted to achieve mass experimental
data. Through data fitting, the correlation between specific
branch warehouse indexes and branch warehouse
management grade was obtained.

The analysis process does not adopt backward induction
but infers unknown results based on known conditions
and through gradual deductive reasoning. “Unknown
results” refer to the correlation between specific indexes
and branch warehouse management grades. Meanwhile,
“known conditions” refer to currently available data and
the data that can be generated therefrom.

The modeling process consists of four steps:

Step 1: Confirm which data are available and which data
can be easily calculated;

Step 2: Consider whether unknown results can be inferred
based on the above data and which essential data are
still required;

Step 3: Generate necessary data based on existing data
using system simulation;

Step 4: Conduct linear regression analysis of simulation
experimental data, and build the correlation between data
and unknown results.

The specific analysis process includes five steps, namely,
parametric analysis, mapping construction, mapping
verification, simulation experiment, and formula
confirmation. Among them, parametric analysis
corresponds to Step 1 and Step 2; mapping construction
and verification correspond to Step 3; simulation
experiment and formula confirmation correspond to Step
4.

3.3 Necessary hypothesis
A few hypotheses must be made for the model to simulate
different branch warehouses based on different parametric
settings and guarantee the universality of the model.

H1: Various branch warehouses can finish standardized
transformation to guarantee homogeneity of their
characteristics;

H2: Various branch warehouses can popularize the
management information system to lay a foundation for
implementing fine management;

H3: Utilization rate of the warehouse volume in which goods
are stacked on the ground is 55%;

H4: Various branch warehouses have transformed the

current area-based management standards. Areas
excluding the normal temperature and constant
temperature areas are cancelled. The normal temperature
and constant temperature areas account for 80% and 20%,
respectively. The two areas categorize all items into A, B,
and C according to their warehouse-out quantity. The
warehouse-out quantities of Category A, B, and C account
for 60%, 20%, and 20% of the total, respectively.

3.4 Parametric analysis
According to the mapping idea, four types of parameters
were summarized for the model based on known
conditions. These parameters are independent variables,
dependent variables, constants, and correlation variables.
Among them, independent variables, constants, and
correlation variables are already known while dependent
variables are unknown. These known variables can be used
in calculating unknown variables via certain operation.

3.4.1 Independent variable
In this paper, independent variables refer to major judgment
indexes to confirm grading of branch warehouses.
Warehouse management personnel generally consider
stock quantity, warehouse-out quantity, average staff
member salary, and land rental when designing or
exchanging management modes. Therefore, these four
factors were set as independent variables and were
expressed as follows:

w - Stock quantity

x - Warehouse - out quantity

y - Average staff salary

z - Unit land rental

3.4.2 Constants
Constants refer to corresponding management modes of
branch warehouses of different grades. They correspond
to the grading of different branch warehouses. According
to its practical situations, Group A has the following three
management modes:

1. Ground storage + Manual work
2. Ground storage + manual work
(Category A and Category B);
Rack storage + Forklift
(Category C)
3. Rack storage + Forklift

In Plan 1 (Management Mode 1 ), all goods are stacked
on the ground and picked manually.

In Plan 2, the pallet-based rack storage and ground
storage are combined. The pallet-based rack storage is
adopted for goods of Category C while ground storage is
for goods of Category A and Category B.

In Plan 3, pallet rack storage is adopted for all goods and
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these goods are picked by forklifts.

Management modes vary in different industries, but the
modeling strategy is universal. Regardless of the industry,
particular problems can be solved through the later mapping
construction process as long as its management modes
are summarized to form constants.

3.4.3 Dependent variables
Dependent variables refer to comparison bases of different
plans, and the core factors of these variables are working
efficiency and cost. High efficiency results in high
performance while low cost translates to high performance.
Among them, cost can be subdivided into many items.
The dependent variables in this research are as follows:

F1 - Total staff salary
F2 - Warehouse rental
F3 - Forklift purchase cost
F4 - Forklift maintenance cost
F5 - Rack purchase cost
F6 - Rack maintenance cost
F7 - Working efficiency (warehouse-out quantity processed
by every staff member within unit time)

Comparing different plans based on the above dependent
variables is difficult because of the following reasons. First,
the work quantity is large. Second, the judgment results
of different dependent variables may be contrary to one
another. Therefore, the dependent variables must be
integrated as follows:

( )1 2 7, , ,F F F Fη=          (1)

Dependent variable F was adopted as the only judgment
standard. The value corresponding to every management
mode can be compared to confirm the optimal management
mode. By comprehensively considering various factors,
the formula to calculate dependent variables was
confirmed. The formula is as follows:

                                F7 (2)

where 0.017=1/60, that is, the fixed cost ( F3+F5 ), is
amortized to every month with five years as the
depreciation period such that the fixed cost and the variable
cost, ( F1+F2+F4+F6 ) , can be unified. Obviously, high
value of F means high feasibility of the plan.

3.4.4 Correlation variables
The process of calculating the unknown variables based
on the known variables inevitably involves several
influencing factors, such as warehouse area, number of
staff, and number of forklifts. These data can be obtained
based on independent variables. Therefore, they are not
major influencing factors of the model. For convenience
of illustration, the following part describes only the

0.017 × ( F3+F5 ) + ( F1+F2+F4+F6 )
F =

abovementioned three types of parameters.

3.4.5 Parametric significance
Constants stand for management modes or management
grades of branch warehouses; independent variables are
the main factors that influence the grading results of branch
warehouses; dependent variables are decided by
independent variables and constants, and are factors
primary considered in branch warehouse grading. The
model built in this paper determines the law guiding the
correlation between independent variables and the optimal
management grade. If the optimal management grade can
be obtained according to a group of independent variable
data, then the data composed of tens of thousands of
independent variable groups can generate tens of
thousands of corresponding correlations. By using the
linear regression data analysis method, certain law behind
these data can be determined.

3.5 Mapping construction
A mapping, f , must be constructed such that the
corresponding dependent variable, F , can be derived
through the mapping based on independent variables and
constants. Then,

F = f ( w, x, y, z, 1/ 2/ 3 ) (3)

A total of 22 groups of historical data samples were used
in this research, including branch warehouse grading
results obtained through subjective experiences. However,
historical data are insufficient to construct such a
mapping. The mapping construction is also difficult to
achieve through the conventional mathematical model.
Thus, the discrete event simulation model must be adopted
to finish the mapping construction.

In the simulation model or the mapping f , the input
variables include independent variables and constants,
and the output variables are the corresponding dependent
variables, F. Accordingly, the correlation among the three
types of parameters can be obtained.

3.6 Mapping verification
Following the method of Ian Ayres  [18], practical data
were required to verify the feasibility of the simulation
model, f . The simulation model, , was used to obtain the
F value of 22 groups of historical data samples. The model
was also used to grade branch warehouses accordingly.
The grading results were compared with the practical
situations. Large differences between the two suggest that
the simulation model must be rectified to be in line with
the practical system. Only after rectification can the model
start the subsequent operation.

3.7 Simulation experiment
In this research, Flexsim was adopted for simulation
modeling. Based on the experimenter provided by the
software, the simulation experiment was conducted.
Independent variables were divided into several segments
based on experiences. The critical values between different
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segments were integrated to create multiple experimental
plans. The experimental data obtained were thus adopted
as bases for data analysis.

3.8 Formula confirmation
For the convenience of expression, let

F1 = f ( w, x, y, z, 1) , (4)

F2 = f (w, x, y, z, 2) , (5)

F3 = f ( w, x, y, z, 3) , (6)

F1 , F2, and F3 stand for the F value corresponding to different
management modes. Under a given value of independent
variables, the optimal management grade with the
maximum  value F can be judged according to simulation
data. Based on the maximum F value, the corresponding
grading result can be chosen. Thus, a mapping relation
can be obtained as follows:

g (Max ( F1 , F2 ,F3 )) = {
Based on Eqs. (4), (5), (6), and (7), the independent
variables of mapping (7) are still  w , x , y and z . On the
basis of the simulation data, the correlation between
independent variables and the grading results, namely, 1,
2 and 3 can be obtained. In other words, the model inferring
the grading results based on independent variables is
obtained.

1
2
3

(7)

4. Result Analysis And Discussion

4.1 Simulation modeling
Figure.1 shows the simulation model built based on
Flexsim, where the red goods are of Category A; the green
goods are of Category B; and the blue goods are of
Category C. The stock area is simulated in the floor
storage mode of Rack. The goods stack form is simulated
according to two instructions in Rack, “Place in Bay,”
and “Place in Level,” as well as the maximum capacity of
every storage position.

The construction process of the simulation model is the
difficult point of the model of e-commerce cloud warehouse
grading. Given that the universality, flexibility, and
effectiveness of the model must be guaranteed, the
simulation modeling must follow certain modeling strategy,
including present situation investigation, improvement plan
investigation, simulation modeling, and analysis of
simulation results [15].

The simulation model is highly flexible. It can automatically
modify the warehouse area and the number of staff
members according to the stock quantity, or transfer a
proper number of forklifts or operators in line with plan
requirements. Only in this way can the universality of the
simulation model be guaranteed. This procedure is also
the linchpin to achieve a feasible model of e-commerce
cloud warehouse grading.

Figure 1. 3D view of the simulation model

4.2 Verification of the simulation model
The stock quantity, warehouse-out quantity, local average
staff member salary, and unit land rental of current branch
warehouses of Group A were obtained through investigation.
These data were input into the simulation model to obtain
the F  value of the three plans. The calculation results are
shown in Table.1.

Table.1 ranks the warehouse-out quantity in an ascend-
ing sequence. The scatter diagram (Figure.2) was cre-
ated on the basis of the F  value under three different
plans. Considering the influence of random factors, the
law reflected by the scatter diagram is insignificant.  To
reflect similarly, the  value of different plans underwent
binomial fitting. Three curves were then obtained, as shown
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Figure 2. Scatter diagram and binomial fitting of simulation results of different branch warehouses

in Figure.2. They can vividly show the demarcations of
the three plans.

The current branch warehouses can be graded based on
the demarcations of the binomial curves. Plan 1 is
applicable to the left part where the black line is the
highest; Plan 2 is applicable to the middle part where the
gray line is the highest; and Plan 3 is applicable to the
right part where the white line is the highest. The results
obtained are shown in Table.2.

Table.3 shows the results of practical warehouse grading.
The simulation results are in line with the practical
situations. Only the grading of four branch warehouses in
bold is inconsistent with practical situations. According
to the feedback of Group A, the grading of Warehouse 7
and Warehouse 18 is slightly high. The grading of
Warehouse 10 and Warehouse 11 is based on possibilities
of rises in staff member salary and land rental. Thus, the
effectiveness of the simulation model is confirmed.

Table.1 Schematic of practical data simulation results of various branch warehouses

Table 2. Results of branch warehouse grading based on simulation results

4.3 Simplification of variables
After verifying the effectiveness of the simulation model,
the simulation experiment was conducted. The value scope
of independent variables was set and divided into several
segments. Different independent variables were then

combined to obtain multiple groups of experimental
plans. In this part, the experiment plan can be simplified
and the accuracy of value segments of independent
variables can be improved by simplifying the variables.

   Branch                stock        warehouses -out       average staff  member      Unit land rental        Plan 1         Plan 2       Plan 3
   warehouses     quantity           peak              salary (RMB/        (RMB/month/

              (Pallet)      (piece/day)                   month/person)       square meters

 warehouse22       500              20653                               2540                                     15.0                    1.526             0.629        0.425
 warehouse20       732              29548                               3310                                     30.0                    0.529             0.619        0.385

......
 warehouse2        2770             237208               4200                                     15.0                   1.117              0.885       1.766
 warehouse1        3949             299097                             3170                                      19.5                   0.920              0.669      1.591
 warehouse16      5972             812792                             3420                                      39.0                   0.021               0.165      1.661

  Grade Practical suitable warehouse

      1    warehouse   warehouse    warehouse    warehouse     warehouse  warehouse

      2    warehouse   warehouse     warehouse    warehouse  warehouse    warehouse  warehouse  warehouse  warehouse

      3   warehouse    warehouse     warehouse   warehouse     warehouse   warehouse  warehouse

22 20 17 21 19 18

15 14 12 513 9 7 11 10

6   4 8 3 2 1 16
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Table 3. Results of practical branch warehouse grading

The investigation data show that the correlation coefficient
between warehouse-out quantity and stock quantity is
higher than 0.95. Therefore, the two indexes can be
regarded as two consistent indexes. Data analysis shows
that the grading law based on warehouse-out quantity is
significant; thus, warehouse-out quantity is a suitable
grading standard. Stock quantity is expressed based on
warehouse-out quantity,

instead of acting as the independent variable. Thus, the
value scope of stock quantity can be ignored during
experimental data design. In this way, the number of
experiments can be reduced.

20.0072 800 0.9056w x R= × + =， (8)

4.4 Simulation experiment
In the simulation experiment, the experimental parameters
were designed. The value scope of warehouse-out quantity,
average staff member salary, and unit land rental was set
and combined to generate experimental parameters. A
total of 10,500 groups of experimental data were obtained
for the simulation experiment. Through the simulation
experiment, mass simulation experimental data were
obtained.

4.5 Analysis of simulation experimental results
As shown in Figure.3, the simulation experimental results
can comprehensively describe the results of the selected
plan under different situations. However, utilizing these
results is difficult.

Figure 3. Comparison of the F value of different plans under different experimental parameters

Figure.3 conducts polynomial fitting of the F value, but
the fitting results can simply serve as bases to observe
tendencies instead of bases for cloud warehouse grading.
Figure.4 adopts the plan with the maximum  value under
every experimental parameter as the selected plan, but
Figure.4 only describes a general correlation between
warehouse-out quantity and the selected plan. A few
isolated points are observed, which are caused by the
combined influence of salary and land rental. Obviously,
Figure.4 cannot be adopted as the basis for e-commerce
cloud warehouse grading.

4.6 Data fitting

The multiple linear regression fitting method was adopted
to describe the law of experimental results. Given that
the warehouse design must meet the peak period
demands, the peak value of warehouse-out quantity
instead of its average value must be considered. Assuming
that the peak value of warehouse-out quantity is ( )MAX x

and that the selected plan is T . The following two fitting
approaches can be used to obtain the required results:

4.6.1 Direct fitting
The multiple linear regression fitting was adopted to directly
describe the correlation between the three variables and

  Grade Practical suitable warehouse

      1    warehouse  warehouse   warehouse   warehouse   warehouse
    22                 20                   17                 21                  19

      2    warehouse  warehouse    warehouse   warehouse  warehouse  warehouse  warehouse
                    15                 14                   12                 13                   5                  9                     8
        3   warehouse    warehouse     warehouse   warehouse     warehouse   warehouse  warehouse  warehouse  warehouse  warehouse
                    6                    4                     8                   3                    2                  1                    16                  7                11                 10
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Figure 4. Selected plan directly obtained through experimental data

and the chosen plan. The following formula was obtained:

( ) 6 54.367 10 7.277 10
0.005 0.973

MAX xT y
z

− −= × × + × ×

+ × +       (9)

4.6.2 Step-by-step optimization
The F value of three variables under different plans
underwent the multiple linear regression fitting, and the
following formulas were obtained:

( ) 0.261 111.687
27555.006 2225994.252

IF yMAX x
z

= − × − ×

− × + (10)

( )1.475 123.247
19727.172 2322040.224

IIF yMAX x
z

= − × − ×

− × +             (11)

( )3.017 55.619
23971.926 1221841.844

III MAF y
z

X x= × − ×

− × +  (12)

The plan with the maximum  value can be selected using
the following formula:

       T = g (Max ( F1 , F2 ,F3 )) = {             (13)

Considering that the two fitting approaches complete each
other’s advantages, they were integrated to form a final
model.

4.7 Model integration
The experimental results of the existing data show that
direct fitting can well explain Plan 1 ; step-by-step
optimization can well explain Plan  2 and Plan 3. The
above two plan selection approaches were combined for
modeling. Direct fitting was applied to confirm Plan 1,
while step-by-step optimization was applied to confirm
Plan 2 and Plan 3. Consequently, the “suitable plan
calculation tool” or the final model of e-commerce cloud
warehouse grading was obtained.

The annual warehouse-out quantity, average staff member

1
2
3

salary, and unit land rental of current branch warehouses
can be substituted into the model to derive the suitable
warehousing plan for each branch warehouse.

4.8 Verification of the model of e-commerce cloud
warehouse grading
The model of e-commerce cloud warehouse grading was
applied to Group A. The annual warehouse-out quantity,
average staff salary, and unit land rental of various
warehouses shown in Figure.1 were substituted into the
model to obtain quantitative grading results. These results
were compared with the current experience-based grading
results of Group A (Table.4).

Comparison results show that, apart from four warehouses
already discussed in Section 4.2, the quantitative grading
results and the practical grading results of Warehouse 6,
Warehouse 4, and Warehouse 8 are also inconsistent.
Among them, the quantitative grading result of Warehouse
8 is close to Plan 3. According to the feedback of Group
A, the practical grading of Warehouse 6 and Warehouse
4 aims at keeping  room for future development. Thus, the
calculation results of the model of e-commerce cloud
warehouse grading are in line with the practical situations.
Moreover, the model can support the warehouse
management decision making of Group A.

The total quantity of experimental data was controlled to
check the controllability of the model and maintain its
effectiveness. Although the data used did not reach the
big data level, the experiment was based on the idea of
big data processing. If the big data size must be increased,
then the model is still valid.

5. Conclusion

The e-commerce cloud warehouse grade based on data
analysis must be confirmed to make up defects of expe-
rience-based grading. Thus, the discrete event simula-
tion was adopted to build the simulation model through
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Branch warehouse Practical grading Quantitative grading

Warehouse 22          1 1

Warehouse 20          1 1

Warehouse 17          1 1

Warehouse 21          1 1

Warehouse 19          1 1

Warehouse 18          2 1

Warehouse 15          2 2

Warehouse 14          2 2

Warehouse 12          2 2

Warehouse 10          3 2

Warehouse 13          2 2

Warehouse 11          3 2

Warehouse 7          3 2

Warehouse 5          2 2

Warehouse 9          2 2

Warehouse 6          3 2

Warehouse 4          3 2

Warehouse 8          3 2

Warehouse 3          3 3

Warehouse 2          3 3

Warehouse 1          3 3

Warehouse 16          3 3

Table 4. Comparison of branch warehouse grading results

which mass experimental data were obtained. The
calculation tool for confirming the branch warehouse grade
was formulated by analyzing the mass experimental data.
The main conclusions of this research are as follows:

(1) The feasibility of obtaining quantitative standards for
e-commerce cloud warehouse grading based on mass
simulation experimental data is proven. The modeling
procedures include building a valid discrete event
simulation model; designing the simulation experiment
to obtain the mass experimental results; analyzing and
integrating experimental results to obtain the model of e-
commerce cloud warehouse grading; and finally, verifying
the grading model.

(2) Given that obtaining different grading results is
computationally costly and the extreme situations cannot
be deployed, the possibility of obtaining historical data
for modeling in the real world is nearly zero. Thus, the
discrete event simulation is an efficient approach to obtain
such kind of data.

This study also presents a few limitations. The developed
simulation model must simulate different types of branch
warehouses. Thus, the model must be highly flexible. To
the end, various branch warehouses are abstracted and
simplified. As a result, some noises exist on the simulation
results. The experimenter may also stop halfway, thereby
requiring manual processing. These areas can be improved
by future studies.
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